Abstract. Accurate traffic flow forecasting is very important for intelligent transportation system. This paper proposes a traffic flow forecasting method based on gradient boosting decision tree. In the preprocess phase, sliding time window and feature extension of traffic data are designed on the basis of time series analysis and temporal correlation search is introduced to find prediction training set. In the prediction phase, gradient boosting decision tree is used to predict the traffic flow. Experimental results show that the traffic flow forecasting method based on gradient boosting decision tree is effective and can obtain higher prediction accuracy.
Introduction
Traffic flow data has the characteristics of nonlinearity and randomness. There are many traffic flow forecasting methods are proposed based on traditional prediction models such as historical trend model [1] , neural network model [2] , time series model [3] , Kalman filter model [4] , support vector machine model [5] and so on. These methods can predict short-term traffic flow effectively, but cannot adapt well to large scale data processing.
Combining machine learning algorithm with traditional prediction model has become a trend that can be used for medium and long term prediction. The gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) is an integrated learning method that is suitable for dealing with nonlinear data and adopted by many scholars to apply traffic flow forecasting. For example, Friedman proposed gradient boosting method [6] , Tianshu Wu presented an online boosting approach for traffic flow forecasting under abnormal conditions [7] , Dong Tian gave an improved AGBDT algorithm [8] , Xia Li proposed GBRT model for freight vehicle travel time prediction [9] , Amr Abdullatif proposed layered ensemble model for short-term traffic flow forecasting [10] .
In this paper, a traffic flow forecasting method based on gradient boosting decision tree is proposed for further improvement of the prediction accuracy.
Design of Sliding Time Window
Given a time series X(t), its multiple dimensional element X(t i ) describes the value at time t i . For easily description, the following definitions are given.
Time window: A time interval for traversing a fixed length of the time series X(t), called a time window w of X(t).
Window length: The number of time series X(t) falling in the time window w, called the window length of w.
Prediction window: Window for prediction of time series X(t), called prediction window.
Historical series:
The feature or attribute in the time window, called a historical series. Current series: The class or label in the time window, called the current series. Figure 1 gives the meaning of each definition. For example, according to the cyclical change of traffic flow per week, the time window length can be set as 8, that is, considering the 7-day historical series as attribute or feature, the current series as class or label. The traffic flow of each day can be counted by given time interval. We set the last predicted series as prediction window, one slide forward one day until it slides to the first day of the historical series, so that forming a sliding time window. By sliding the time window, the time series is transformed into a new data set, that is, several time windows.
Correlation Search of Sliding Time Windows
In order to prepare prediction training set, it is necessary to find the correlation between time window and prediction window. In this paper, cosine similarity is used to measure the correlation of each time window and the prediction window. For the n-dimensional space vector x and y, the cosine similarity is the cosine of the two vectors in the space angle, the similarity value is between [-1,1], the higher the value, the higher the similarity [3] .
Based on the cosine similarity measuring, the top-k time windows with the highest similarity are selected as integrated learning training set for subsequent prediction.
Extension of Temporal Features
The more abundant the characteristics of traffic flow and time variation, the better the prediction accuracy. Besides the original attributes, for the integrated learning training set and prediction window, three features are constructed to expand the sample attributes, that is, time difference, time trend and time deviation.
The temporal feature extension algorithm is as follows:
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Prediction based on Gradient Boosting Decision Tree
On the basis of the gradient boosting decision tree, several time windows with the highest similarity are selected as training set. Setting the current time series of the prediction window as the prediction sequence, and the mean value of all prediction sequences is taken as the final forecast sequence. We refer the prediction algorithm based on gradient boosting decision tree [6] after correlation search of sliding time windows and feature extension as C-GBDT. The prediction algorithm is as follows:
Input: training data set
Output: regression tree
(b) fit a regression tree to mi r , get the leaf node area mj R of the m-th tree, 1, 2, , The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square error (MSE) are used to evaluate the prediction performance. The smaller the value is, the more accurate the prediction results are. y is prediction value, n is sample numbers. In order to verify the performance of C-GBDT, we compare it with basic GBDT model and validate them by prediction window. As shown in Table 1 , for traffic flow prediction from 2016/08/31 00:00 to 2016/08/31 23:59, C-GBDT model which combines correlation search of sliding time windows and feature extension gains higher accuracy of traffic flow forecasting. 
Summary
Accurate traffic flow prediction is very important for intelligent transportation system. In this paper, based on the analysis of traditional short-term traffic flow forecasting model, considering ensemble learning method, a gradient boosting decision tree model combines correlation search of sliding time windows and feature extension is proposed and it can improve the prediction accuracy effectively.
